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Vanity Tops

NOTE: Due to the manufacturing process ceramic tops can vary from their nominal stated sizes. Use the dimensions provided as a guide only. Due to this ceramic 
tops are not recommended for wall to wall installations. ‡Excluding 1200mm Double which comes with 0 Tap holes. ‡‡Excluding 460mm which comes with 0 Tap 
holes. *Shown with Rectangle under counter basin. Available with above or under counter basin/s) †Exclusive to Milan Vanities. 

ALPHA CERAMIC
Most available with 0, 1 or 3 tap holes‡. 

(with overflow to back)

HAVEN MATT & QUEST DOLOMITE 
Available with 0, 1 or 3 tap holes. 

(with overflow to back)

OPAL MINERAL COMPOSITE
Available with 1 tap hole. 

(no overflow)

URBAN CERAMIC
Available with 1 or 3 tap holes.  

(overflow to back)

FREEDOM SILKSURFACE*
Available with 0, 1 or 3 tap holes. 

(60mm Top)

BAILEY SILKSURFACE†

Available with 0, 1 or 3 tap holes. 
(140mm Top)

BOX SILKSURFACE*
Available with 0, 1 or 3 tap holes. 

(200mm Top)

REGAL MINERAL COMPOSITE
Available with 0, 1 or 3 tap holes. 

(no overflow)

STADIUM MINERAL COMPOSITE
Available with 0, 1 or 3 tap holes. 

(no overflow)

CLASSIC MINERAL COMPOSITE
Available with 0, 1 or 3 tap holes. 

(no overflow)

ENSUITE MINERAL COMPOSITE
Most available with 0, 1 or 3 tap holes‡‡. 

(no overflow)

LIBERTY CERAMIC
Available with 1 tap hole. 

(overflow to side)

GRAND MINERAL COMPOSITE
Available with 0, 1 or 3 tap holes. 

(no overflow)

NANO DOLOMITE
Available with 1 tap hole. 

(overflow to side)
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Vanity Tops – What's the Difference?

What really is the difference between our various vanity top options? Which is better? See the pros and cons below. It all comes down 
to your personal choice... that’s why we have them all.

NOTE: Due to the manufacturing process ceramic tops will vary slightly from their nominal stated sizes. Use the dimensions provided 
as a guide only. Due to this ceramic tops are not recommended for wall to wall installations.

Mineral Composite Vanity Tops
Mineral composite tops are heat formed to an exact mould and 
back filled with a heavy compound. 

	Massive range of sizes

	Very straight and flat

	Durable and strong

	Easy to repair if scratched

	Not susceptible to chipping

	10 year warranty 

	Australian made

	Custom sizes for wall to wall  
 fitting (if required)

		No overflow
		Susceptible to heat damage 

(e.g. hair straightener)

Ceramic Vanity Tops
Ceramic vanity tops use porcelain ceramic moulding techniques 
for a traditional look and feel.

	Traditional look and feel

	Overflow

	5 year warranty

	Heat resistant

		Susceptible to chipping
		Smaller range of sizes
		Surface variations to be 

expected due to ceramic tops 
being hand made from natural 
materials

		Susceptible to cracking due 
to impact

Matt & Gloss Dolomite Vanity Tops
Dolomite vanity tops are made up of mineral composite and 
showcase elegance and sophistication. Dolomite, being the main 
ingredient, is composed of calcium magnesium carbonate. Rocks 
containing this raw material are sourced from selected certified 
mines in the EU and brought to you in these stunning pieces, 
finished with either elegant, smooth matt or gloss surface. 

	Clean crisp lines for easy cleaning

	Durable and very strong

	5 year warranty 

	Heat resistant

		Surface can scratch if 
not treated with care

		Limited range of sizes
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SilkSurface
SilkSurface is a high performance 20mm solid surface material. 
Manufactured using a special multi-process technique, these 
solid surfaces have a beautiful blend of colours with a realistic 
granite appearance.

	Non-porous, good stain resistance

	Very easy to repair if scratched

	Crack and chip resistant

		Can be drilled onsite with normal 
wood holesaw or jigsaw

	Silica-free

	10 year warranty 

		Scratches easier than 
Caesarstone

		Doesn’t have the natural 
stone ‘cold’ feel

Caesarstone®

Caesarstone® is a 20mm thick engineered stone product that 
has all the timeless beauty of natural stone. The durable surface 
is easy to clean. Manufactured with 93% natural quartz, they 
make a practical and hard wearing surface.

	Scratch resistant

	Very natural appearance

	Heat resistant

	‘Cold’ to touch like real stone

	10 year warranty 

		Susceptible to chipping
		Can crack with impact
		Repair is not possible 

once damaged
		Cannot be cut onsite
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